The thesis's objective is realizing an hypothesis of lighting master plane for the city of Mondovi, in order to optimize the lighting system and improve it from a practical point of view, aiming, at the same time, at energy conservation and economical saving. The work develops through the analysis of the following points:

- Objectives to be achieved;
- Some lighting master plane already realized;
- Technical National and International regulations;
- The present municipal situation.

Mondovi has already had a few improvements in the lighting system and other interventions are developing or will be carried out. From the analysis, it is possible to find a lot of interventions to be done, since old devices and sources are really numerous and it would be necessary to replace them with other technological and more effective systems, both in working order and in the control of the emission of light upwards.

This hypothesis could be the right solution to plan in the best way the interventions the municipality is going to carry out and above all to determine the rules the new systems will have to respect.
The work can be divided into two main phases:

1. **A phase of analysis** of the following issues:
   - Needs and requisites in the public lighting system and relevant technical regulations
   - Lighting technologies
   - Definition of lighting master plane, its regulation framework and examples of lighting master plane already realized in some Italian cities.

2. **A light master plane proposal for Mondovi** through:
   - Analysis of the present state:
     - Division of the area into homogeneous zones
     - Definition of different types of roads and relevant technical lighting classification
     - Light sources survey
     - Light apparatus survey
     - Support survey
     - Analysis of the dispersion of light upwards
     - Problems occurred
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Classification table of the lighting system

- Plan proposals:
  - Road classification and relevant technical description
  - Light colour (Ra e TCC)
  - Light source types
  - Apparatus types
  - Lighting of architecture and monuments
A plan hypothesis for a decorative lighting
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